Supplementary Results

Supplementary Tables
Supplementary Table 1 f Numbers of sequences reported as: total (static, dynamic). Total is the total number of sequences that were predicted using the reduced-size ensemble to be unstable, static or dynamic, as indicated in the column heading. These are broken down into number of sequences within this category that were predicted with the full ensemble to be static or dynamic. g None of the sequences predicted to be dynamic when using these reduced-size ensembles are DANCER variants characterized in this study. , t, and g(+) for gauche(−), trans, and gauche(+), respectively. χ 2 dihedrals are clustered into two bins centered at −90° and +90°, which are named "-" and "+", respectively. Although the tryptophan side-chain χ 2 dihedral can also be centered at 0°, this configuration was not included in our analysis as it is sparsely populated. 49 c, The combination of χ 1 and χ 2 dihedral angles yields six conformations shown on the Gβ1 backbone (PDB ID: 1PGA). 20 The Trp43 side chain is colored according to its state as defined by its χ 1 and χ 2 dihedral angles, with core-buried, intermediate, or solvent-exposed states shown in green, blue, or orange, respectively. The Trp43 conformation found in wild-type Gβ1 is in dark green [+g(-)]. d, Trp43 in wild-type Gβ1 occupies the core-buried +g(−) conformation that does not undergo exchange. e, Trp43 in DANCER proteins was designed to exchange between the core-buried −g(−) and solvent-exposed −g(+) conformations through a trajectory traversing the intermediate -t conformation. Other exchange trajectories were not allowed.
Supplementary
Supplementary Figure 2. Template generation procedure.
Native ensembles of Gβ1 templates were prepared in a step-wise procedure consisting of the generation of 8 seed structures using rotamer placement of one of eight tryptophan rotamers (Supplementary Table 1 ) on the wild-type crystal structure at position 43, the creation of 50 node structures from each seed by remodeling the backbone using Backrub motions, 42 and application of the coordinate perturbation followed by energy minimization (PertMin) procedure 14,31 to each node structure to generate 30-member PertMin ensembles. For example, a tryptophan rotamer corresponding to the solvent-exposed -g(+) conformation is threaded onto the 1PGA crystal structure to generate Seed-2. Seed-2 is then subjected to RosettaBackrub 43 50 times, yielding the Node-2-1 to Node-2-50 structures. Because RosettaBackrub allows side-chain moves, the Trp43 rotamer can be altered from that of the seed structure following this procedure, as seen on Node-2-50, which now contains the solvent-exposed +g(+) conformation. Application of the PertMin procedure to each seed and node results in a set of 30-member ensembles of PertMin structures (overlaid). Each seed and node structure was also energyminimized, and the resulting structure was added to the corresponding PertMin ensemble. Thus, a total of 12,648 unique templates were generated from the 8 seed and 400 node structures (408 structures × 31 ensemble members).
Supplementary Figure 4.
Gβ1 variants adopt a similar fold. a, Size-exclusion chromatography elution profiles monitored by absorbance at 280 nm during the final purification step show a high degree of similarity between wild-type, dynamic, and static variants of Gβ1. Even at the high concentrations used for these profiles (1-10 mM) there is no evidence of higher order oligomer formation. Small variations in elution volumes between samples were within instrument variability. b, Secondary structure content for each variant was evaluated using NMR chemical shift indices. 55 Secondary structure elements (-helices and β-strands are indicated by wave and arrow symbols, respectively) are conserved between wild-type Gβ1 and its variants, confirming that they adopt the same folded structure. For DANCER-0, chemical shifts for residues 30 through 35 could not be assigned. This may be due to conformational exchange on an intermediate timescale that has broadened the peaks beyond detection in this part of the protein. D47   T16   K10  K31  K4   I6  D40  T55   K28   V29   N37   D22   T51  G9   G38   G41   G14   G0   T11   T17   V21   T44  T18  T18*   T53   F34   T2   T25 T53  E27   T25  T2  N37  K28   D22  V21   T16   T18  T44   T51   T17   G9  G14  G0   T11  G38   G41   W43ε  F52   W43   N8   I6   L5  F3   A20   D40   I7   D47   D46   L12   A26  K50   E19   I54   T55   I39   V29   Q32   A23  K4   K10   K31  T53   T44   T16  T18  V21   Y33  K28   D22   T51   G9   G41   G14   G38   G0  T11  T17   A24  K13   E42   N35  A48  M1   E15   D36  Y45   F30 N37  T2  F34  T25 In the case of DANCER-2, exchange peaks were very low in intensity due to the small population of the minor state. b, Exchange profiles for normalized peak intensities from residues Thr11, Thr17 and Gly38, shown as a function of mixing time. Each point is the average of 2 replicates over these three residues (n = 6), and error bars show the standard deviation. Lines represent fitted models for exchange and relaxation, 56 for the -g(+) peak (blue), -g(-) peak (grey), the -g(+) to -g(-) exchange peak (red), and the -g(-) to -g(+) exchange peak (green). 15 N-NOESY spectra acquired with a mix time of 120 ms for dynamic (DANCER-1, DANCER-2, and DANCER-3) and static (NERD-C and NERC-S) variants. NOE assignments are labeled in green, blue, or black, if they are observed in static, dynamic, or both variants. Aromatic side-chain assignments for DANCER-1 and DANCER-3 were inferred from DANCER-2 and NERD-S assignments, respectively.
Supplementary Figure 12.
Aromatic relay model of exchange in DANCER variants. Analysis of chemical shift changes between major and minor species for DANCER-2, along with the corresponding average solution structures, suggests a model of conformational exchange that involves a relay of aromatic residues nucleated by the change in rotameric state of Trp43. When Trp43 is in its favored solvent-exposed state, Tyr45 also adopts a solvent-exposed configuration, while on the other side Phe34 occupies the hydrophobic core (side chains highlighted in orange). In the minor state, Trp43 interacts with the core and the Tyr45 side chain interacts with the cavity once occupied by the Trp43 indole while Phe34 is excluded from the hydrophobic core to face the solvent (side chains in green). This change is accompanied by a straightening and small displacement of the helix. The amide shift differences observed between major and minor species for DANCER-1 and DANCER-3 also follow a similar pattern, suggesting that all three variants undergo similar types of exchange between major and minor states.
